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Dr. N. Balaji, Ph.D., Professor & HOD 

It brings me immerse pleasure that our department has initiated a wall 

magazine Co-ordinated by ECE students. Also it gives me great satisfaction 

in guiding our students towards their career, curricular and Co-Curricular 

activities. This wall magazine will be useful for all the students, who strive 

for success in right direction. I wish and hope that our department of ECE 

will continue similar strives by adopting modern tools and technology. 

 

Dr. KVSG Murali Krishna, Professor   & Principal  
 I am delighted that the ECE achieved laurels to the department and 
institution. The intention to start a department magazine is yet feather 
in cap. The department magazine”ECENTRIX” exhibits the hidden 
talents of ECE students. I congratulate all the students and the staff of 
ECE for their determined endeavour to bring the magazine and also 
ensure that I extend my complete support to the development of the 
“Enthusiastic  Charismatic Electronifying  “department. 
 

Sri. A.Gangadhar, Assistant Professor, UCEN-JNTUK 

I heartly congratulate our ECE students for supporting our ideas in the 

form of a magazine named ECENTRIX.They have well accomplished the 

task on their own in our guidance and made ECE proud and making 

competitive. 
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MISSILE WOMAN OF INDIA 

Tessy Thomas (born in 1963) is an Indian scientist and Project Director for Agni-

IV missile in Defence Research and Development Organisation. She is the first 

woman scientist to head a missile project in India. She is known as the 'Missile Woman' 

of India.  

Thomas was born in April 1963 

in Alappuzha, Kerala, to a Syrian 

Christian family. Tessy Thomas 

studied in St. Michael's Higher 

Secondary School and St. Joseph's 

Girl's Higher Secondary School in 

Alleppey (Alappuzha).  

Tessy Thomas studied Electronics 

and Communication Engineering in 

Government Engineering College, 

Thrissur. 

She also has an MTech in Guided Missile from the Institute of Armament Technology, 

Pune (now known as the Defence Institute of Advanced Technology). She also pursued 

MBA in Operations Management and Ph.D. in guidance missile under DRDO.  

She joined DRDO in 1988. She was placed in the department of design and 

development of the new generation ballistic missile, Agni. For the Agni Programme, she 

has been appointed by Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam.  

She is married to Saroj Kumar, now a commander in the Indian Navy and they have a 

son, Tejas. Engineer in Ford Technologies. In a glowing tribute in 2008, The Indian 

Women Scientists' Association did not forget to mention that "like most women she also 

does a tight-rope walk between home and career, between being a mother and a 

scientist who is dedicated to her job. We feel Tessy Thomas serves as a role model and 

an inspiration for women scientists to achieve their dreams and have their feet planted 

in both worlds successfully," the group said. 

Tessy Thomas was conferred the Lal Bahadur Shastri National Award for her 

outstanding contribution for making India self-reliant in the field of missile technology. 

Tessy Thomas was awarded D.Sc. (Honoris causa) by ITM University, Gwalior in 2016.  
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 ELECTRONIC CITY 

Electronic City is an information technology hub in Bangalore, India, located 

in Anekal taluk. It is one of India's largest electronic/IT industrial parks, spread over 800 

acres (3.2 km²) in Konappana Agrahara and Doddathogur villages in Bangalore. It 

consists of three zones called phases – Phase I, Phase II and Phase III. Electronic City 

was established by Keonics, Karnataka Electronic, a pioneer in information technology 

infrastructure development. There are approximately 200 IT/ITES companies located in 

Electronic City.  

Electronic City was the brainchild of R. K. Baliga, the 

first Chairman and Managing Director of Keonics, 

Karnataka Electronic. He dreamt of making 

Bangalore the Silicon Valley of India when he 

developed the concept of Electronic City. In 1978, 

Keonics established Electronic City on 332 acres of 

land in Konappana Agrahara and Doddathogur 

villages. The liberalisation of the Indian economy in 

the early 1990s by the then Indian Prime 

Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao and then Indian Finance Minister Dr. Manmohan 

Singh helped Electronic City to become what it is today — the outsourcing capital of the 

world.  

In 1997, the maintenance and upkeep of Electronic City was handed over by Keonics to 

ELCIA, the Electronic City Industries Association, with representatives from units in the 

enclave, for effective local governance and management. Security is provided by 

ELCIA, who have deployed around 500 security officials and also installed CCTV 

cameras on strategic locations. On 18 March 2013, a notification by the Urban 

Development Department has brought Electronic City Phases I, II, III under the E-City 

Industrial Township Area. Biotech Park 

Helix, has been set up by the 

Department of Bio Technology in 

Electronic City. Transport facility has 

seen commendable improvement over 

the last couple of years. BMTC buses to 

all parts of the city and BIAL to the 

Bangalore International Airport, ply 

through Electronic City. METRO Project Phase 2, between R.V. Road and 

Bommasandra will be via Electronic City. Several residential projects have been 

developed by reputed builders. Banks, multi-specialty clinics, and departmental stores, 

restaurants and fast food outlets have come up.  Electronic city also suffers from the 
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apathy of the authorities responsible for its upkeep. Some areas of both Phase I and 

Phase II are in poor shape. The water table is fairly 

According to the Indian Express, in the early 1970s Baliga envisioned making 

Bangalore the "Silicon Valley of India" and it was met with scepticism. However, the 

then Chief Minister D. Devaraj Urs of Karnataka decided to support him and made him 

the Chairman of the Karnataka State Electronics Development Corporation (Keonics) in 

1976. In 1978 Keonics established Electronics City on 332 acres (1.34 km2) in 

Konappana Agrahara and Doddathogur Village, near Bangalore. He completed his term 

as Chairman of Keonics in 1983 during which period he saw the establishment of 

several firms. The development of the Electronic City gained substantial momentum 

after India liberalized its economy in early 1990s. According to the Keonics website, 

Electronics City today houses over 100 information technology and electronics 

companies who employ over 60,000 personnel  

Ram Krishna Baliga (29 December 1929 – 26 October 1988) is regarded 

as the father of the Electronics City in Bangalore, India. 

 In 1955 he was the President of the International Club at Westing 
House Electric Corporation, which consisted of members of several 
nationalities with view of promoting international goodwill among 
them and US citizens. 

He was also president of the Indian Institute of Plant Engineers 
which has 4000 members according to the Deccan Herald, president 
of International Club at Westinghouse Electric Corporation 
(USA), president of Karnataka Productivity Council and President of Rotary Club of 
Bangalore where he initiated the Burns Ward. 

He worked as Project Engineer at National Carbon Company between 1959-1960. In 
1960 he joined Manipal Institute of Technology as Professor and Vice-Principal. 

His philosophy was that an engineer in India should not only be up to date in his 
field but also be well versed in social sciences. He said that in practical terms any 
engineer must apply his know-how with an eye to the social, economic, 
geographic, education and natural resources of his/her country.  

Electronic city is famous for electronics and IT industry, top 50+ MNC companies are 

located in that locality some well-known companies like Wipro, BHEL, Tech Mahindra, 

Infosys, C-DOT, CGI, TCS, Biocon, General Electric, HCL technologies, tessolve, titan 

company limited etc., including some MNC’s like SHARP, LG, SONY, PHILIPS, 

Panasonic, Samsung etc.,Electronic city is a gift for the electronic engineer, which 

provide employment @100,000 per annum which is an ultimate thing and the 

investments from other countries as well as govt. are also high @US$2,000,000 per 

annum i.e., electronic city serves a good employment opportunity for us  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/D._Devaraj_Urs
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Scientists Create Remote-Controlled DNA Robot 

Arms That Are Ultrafast 

German researchers have developed a DNA nanorobotic arm powered by electric 

fields that is hundreds of times faster than previous iterations. Scientists at the 

Technical University of Munich (TUM) describe their research in the academic 

journal Science, saying “Precise, computer-controlled switching of the arm between 

arbitrary positions on the platform can be achieved within milliseconds”. 

Previous DNA molecular machines were 

prevented from moving faster because of their 

dependence on DNA’s molecular cues. These 

early DNA walkers used a range of DNA 

molecular manipulations to operate including : 

‘DNA hybridization with externally added DNA 

“fuel strands,” the action of DNA-cutting enzymes, 

a change in buffer conditions (such as pH levels), 

or the use of chemical photoswitches, like azobenzene, that can collect light to trigger 

reactions.’ 

Folded DNA Provides Rigid Base 

The TUM researchers used this technique to create a rigid base of DNA with a long-

connected arm, all made from DNA molecules. The arm is attached to the plate with a 

flexible joint. This structure is then placed over a pool of water in which scientists create 

electric fields. DNA is negatively charged and can, therefore, be manipulated by electric 

fields. The scientists could control the direction of the 

DNA using the electric field and by doing so introduce 

movement into the DNA arm. We can create ‘docking 

sites’ on the base plate,” said Simmel. “We can, 

therefore, use the electric fields to move the arm from 

one defined position on the plate to another. We can also 

switch off the field after placement of the arm at a 

particular docking site, where it remains if the binding 

site is strong enough.” The change in electric field is enough to cause movement in the 

arm so it is not necessary to add other external fuel. “Electric manipulation of DNA is 

very fast, and electric fields can even be used to reduce the stability of the DNA docking 

interactions and thus speed up unbinding of the arm from the plate,” added Simmel. 

 

https://interestingengineering.com/dna-data-encryption-now-possible
https://spectrum.ieee.org/nanoclast/semiconductors/nanotechnology/german-scientists-create-ultrafast-robot-arms-from-dna
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/359/6373/296
https://spectrum.ieee.org/nanoclast/semiconductors/nanotechnology/german-scientists-create-ultrafast-robot-arms-from-dna
https://spectrum.ieee.org/nanoclast/semiconductors/nanotechnology/german-scientists-create-ultrafast-robot-arms-from-dna
https://spectrum.ieee.org/nanoclast/semiconductors/nanotechnology/german-scientists-create-ultrafast-robot-arms-from-dna
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3D PRINTING 

Have you ever broken something, only to find it’s no longer sold and you can’t replace 

it? 3D printing means you can simply print a new one. That world, where you can make 

almost anything at home, is very different from the one we live in today. It’s a world that 

doesn’t need lorries to deliver goods or warehouses to store them in, where nothing is 

ever out of stock and where there is less waste, packaging and pollution.  

It’s also a world where everyday items are made to measure, to your requirements. That 

means furniture made to fit your home, shoes made to fit your feet, door handles made 

to fit your hand, meals printed to your tastes at the touch of a button. Even medicines, 

bones, organs and skin made to treat your injuries.   

You can get some of those things now if you’re 

wealthy, but 3D printing brings affordable, bespoke 

manufacturing to the masses. If that sounds like 

pure fantasy, try googling “personalized 3D printed 

products” and see for yourself 

3D printing or additive manufacturing is a process of making three dimensional solid 

objects from a digital data. It enables you to produce complex (functional) shapes using 

less material than traditional manufacturing methods. In an additive process an object is 

created by laying down successive layers of material until the object is created. 

This digital design is for instance a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file. A 3D model is 

either created from the ground up with 3D modeling software or based on data 

generated with a 3D scanner. With a 3D scanner you’re able to create a digital copy of 

object 

The creation of a 3D printed object is achieved using additive processes. In an additive 

process an object is created by laying down successive layers of material until the 

object is created. Each of these layers can be seen as a thinly sliced horizontal cross-

section of the eventual object. 3D printing is the opposite of subtractive manufacturing 

which is cutting out / hollowing out a piece of metal or plastic with for instance a milling 

machine. 3D modeling software are often made to suit the functions of the user’s 

industry. You will have to prepare a 3D model before it is ready to be 3D printed. This is 

what they call slicing. Slicing is dividing a 3D model into hundreds or thousands of 

horizontal layers and needs to be done with slicing software. 

When your 3D model is sliced, you are ready to feed it to your 3D printer. It really 

depends on what brand and type 3D Printer you have. When a file is uploaded in a 3D 

printer, the object is ready to be 3D printed layer by layer.  
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3D printing enables you to produce complex (functional) shapes using less material 

than traditional manufacturing method. 

APPLICATIONS: 

Applications include rapid prototyping, architectural scale models & maquettes, 3D 

printed prosthetics and movie props.3D printing has many applications, in 

manufacturing, medicine, architecture, and custom art and design. some people use 3D 

printers to create more 3D printers. In the current scenario, 3D printing process has 

been used in manufacturing, medical, industry and sociocultural sectors which facilitate 

3D printing to become successful commercial technology.  

examples of 3D printing would include reconstructing 

fossils in paleontology, replicating ancient artifacts in 

archaeology. patients own cells. This means that 

patients may no longer have to wait a long time for 

donors in the future. In the past, hospitals implanted 

structures into patients made by hands. 3D printing 

has drastically improved this process.  

Nike uses 3D printers to create prototypes of running cleats. They used to spend 

thousands of dollars (and wait weeks) on a prototype before they could hold it in their 

hands. Now, the cost is only in the tens or hundreds of dollars, and changes can be 

made instantly on the computer and the prototype reprinted on the same day. Recently, 

NASA’s rocket engine injector made from a 3D printer passed a major hot fire test. In 

the test, the rocket engine injector generated 10 times more thrust than any injector 

made from 3D printing in the past. 

General Electric made big investments in 3D printing in their quest to produce more 

than 85,000 fuel nozzles for the new Leap jet engines. The printers can make the 

nozzles in one metal piece and the finished product is stronger and lighter than the ones 

made in the traditional assembly line. Boeing have been exploring the potential of 

printed parts and airplanes for a long time. Back in 2015 it was estimated that Boeing 

had more than 20,000 3D printed parts implemented in their airplanes. Boeing is also 

utilizing metal printing. The 787 uses tons of printed titanium parts, saving the company 

2 – 3 million per plane. 

The worldwide 3D printing industry is expected to grow from $3.07B in revenue in 2013 

to $12.8B by 2018, and exceed $21B in worldwide revenue by 2020. As it evolves, 3D 

printing technology is destined to transform almost every major industry and change the 

way we live, work, and play in the future. 
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Common Admission Test 
The Common Admission Test (CAT) is a computer based test held in India. The test scores a 

candidate on the bases of Quantitative Ability (QA), Verbal Ability (VA) and Reading 

Comprehension (RC), Data Interpretation (DI) and Logical Reasoning (LR). The Indian Institutes 

of Management (IIMs) started this exam and use the test for selecting students for their 

business administration programs. The test is conducted every year by one of the IIMs based 

on a policy of rotation.  

Section weightage and marks 

 

Eligibility for CAT 

The candidate must satisfy the below specified criteria’s: 

1. Hold a Bachelor’s Degree, with no less than 50% or equal CGPA (45% if there should arise 

an occurrence of the aspirants having a place with Scheduled Caste (SC), Scheduled Tribe 

(ST) and Person with Disability (PWD)/Differently Able (DA) classification) 

2. The degree should be granted by any of the universities consolidated by an act of the central 

or state statutory body in India or other instructive organizations built up by an act of 

parliament or pronounced to be considered as a university under section 3 of the UGC Act, 

1956, or possess an equivalent qualification recognized by the ministry of HRD, Government 

of India. 

3. Competitors appearing for the final year of bachelor’s degree/equivalent qualification 

examination and the individuals who have finished degree prerequisites and are anticipating 

results can likewise apply. 

S. 

No. 

Section Number of 

Questions 

Total 

Marks 

Duration in 

minutes 

1 Verbal Ability & Reading 

Comprehension 

34 102 60 

2 Data Interpretation & Logical 

Reasoning 

32 96 60 

3 Quantitative Ability 34 102 60 

  Total 100 300 180 
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Test pattern and duration 

CAT 2018 Syllabus  

Mathematics or Quantitative and Analytical Reasoning Section 

Some of the core concepts in maths and quant subjects are:  

English or Verbal and Data Interpretation Section 

Prominent topics in this section are: 

Fill in the blanks Verbal Reasoning Sentence completion 

Grammar, Line Graphs Syllogisms Jumbled paragraphs 

Para Completion and inference Contextual usage Foreign language words used in English 

Reading Comprehension Analogies Sentence correction 

Verbal Logic, Bars Different usage of same word Idioms 

Para jumbles Antonyms One-word substitution 

CAT 2018 Exam Pattern 

Exam Window Two Sessions on one Day 

Duration 180 Minutes (Three Hours) 

Total No. of 

Sections 

Three- Verbal Ability and Reading Comprehension (VARC), Data Interpretation and Logical 

Reasoning (DILR) and Quantitative Ability (QA) 

Total Marks 100 

Marking 

Scheme 

Correct Answer: +3 

Wrong Answer: - 1 

No negative Marking for MCQs 

No penalty for unanswered Questions 

Geometry HCF & LCM Averages 

Trigonometry Algebra , Coding-Decoding,  Clocks and Calendars Partnership (Accounts) 

Mensuration Profit & Loss, Family Tree, Puzzles, syllogism, Bars Time-Speed-Distance 

Ratios and Proportion In-equations Quadratic and linear equations Surds and Indices 

Number system Geometric Progression, Data Arrangement, Sets Inequalities 

Work and time Percentages, Binary Logic, Statements  Logarithms 
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Brain teasers and puzzles 

 

1. Find the next letter in the series    A, B, D, H, _____. 

(a) L                      (b)  N                      (c) R                       (d) P 

 

2. Find the next letter in the series     B, D, G, K, P, _____. 

(a) S        (b) V      (c) W         (d) X  

 

3. Socks : Feet : : ______ : Hands 

(a) Arms            (b)  Shirt               (c) Gloves              (d) Fingers 

 

4. Find the odd one among the following. 

(a) SORE                (b) SOTLU            (c) NORGAE           (d) MEJNIAS   

 

5. Find the odd one among the following. 

(a) CDF                  (b) GJH                  (c) KNM                  (d) JMK                     

 

6. In a certain code language, if the word ‘PARTNER’ is code as OZQSMDQ, then 

what is the code for the word ‘SEGMENT’ in that language? 

(a) TFHNFOU       (b) RDFLDMS     (c) RDELDMS          (d) RDFEDNS 

 

7. In a certain code language, if the word ‘REJECTION’ is code as SGMIHZPWW, then 

what is the code for the word ‘MECHANIC’ in that language? 

(a) NGFLFTPK      (b) NGPLFTPK     (c) NGFKFTPK         (d) NGPTPKIL    

 

8. A’s father’s mother-in-law’s only daughter’s son is B. How is A related to B? 

(a) Brother           (b) Sister             (c) Nephew            (d) Mother   

 

9. Pointing to a person, Raju said, ‘He is the only brother of my father’s mother’s 

daughter’. How is the person related to Raju? 

(a) Brother           (b) Father            (c) Uncle                (d) Nephew  

 

10. If 1𝑠𝑡 Jan, 1992, is a Tuesday then on which day of the week will 1𝑠𝑡 Jan, 1993, 

fall? 

(a) Wednesday    (b) Thursday      (c) Friday                 (d) Saturday   
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Accurate Navigation without GPS 

Circuit keeps up to 5.5-meter accuracy after 3 kilometres 

 New Indoor Navigation Technologies Work Where GPS Can’t 

The global positioning system can locate you within 5 to 10 meters anywhere on 

Earth—as long as your receiver is in the line of sight of multiple satellites. Getting 

location information indoors is tricky. 

 A team at the University of Utah has now put the solution underfoot: A suite of sensors 

and circuits mounted to a boot can determine position with an accuracy of about 5 

meters, indoors or out, without GPS. 

The navigation system, installed in a 
very hefty prototype boot, could help 
rescue workers navigate inside 
buildings, and show firefighters where 
their team members are. It might also 
be integrated with virtual or 
augmented reality games. The Utah 

researchers presented their GPS-free navigation system 
on Tuesday at the International Solid-State Circuits Conference in San Francisco. 

The Utah group’s navigation system is 
built on an inertial measurement unit or 
IMU—a little black box containing a 
gyroscope, magnetometer, and 
accelerometer. High-end systems of this 
kind help airplane pilots navigate. Darrin 
Young, an electrical engineer at the 
University of Utah, wanted to make it 
possible to use an IMU in portable 
electronics.  

But readings from cheap versions of these sensors drift over time, and errors can 
accumulate rapidly. “If you’re sitting still the reading should be zero,” says Young. But 
after five or ten minutes sitting in a chair, the low-end IMU might think you have moved 
a few hundred feet away.Young asked graduate student Qingbo Guo to figure out a way 
to keep these sensors calibrated. Guo found the solution in biomechanics. During each 
step, the heel is anchored to the ground for about 100 milliseconds. Guo figured out 
how to measure this instant of stillness and use that to correct for the false motion in 
drifting data from the IMU. “You reset the position calculation with every step, so you do 
not accumulate error,” says Young. 

https://spectrum.ieee.org/telecom/wireless/new-indoor-navigation-technologies-work-where-gps-cant
https://spectrum.ieee.org/telecom/wireless/new-indoor-navigation-technologies-work-where-gps-cant
https://spectrum.ieee.org/telecom/wireless/new-indoor-navigation-technologies-work-where-gps-cant
http://isscc.org/
https://faculty.utah.edu/u0676393-Darrin_J_Young/hm/index.hml
https://faculty.utah.edu/u0676393-Darrin_J_Young/hm/index.hml
https://faculty.utah.edu/u0748285-QINGBO_GUO/hm/index.hml
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Guo designed a flexible MEMS pressure sensor to place under the insole of a boot with 
an IMU. He calculated that the system needed about 1000 sensors to get accurate 
readings (and provide redundancy in case some sensors broke underfoot) and built a 
custom circuit to combine data from the IMU and the pressure sensors and designed 
the necessary algorithms.  

 

In the prototype, the custom circuit is on a printed circuit board mounted to the side of 
the boot. “We put it outside the boot for easy access and debugging,” says Guo. “But it 
could be inside the sole and use Bluetooth.” 

Then he connected it  all up with cables to a laptop in 
his backpack and started walking. To test the 
navigation system, Guo walked in Salt Lake City for 
about three kilometres with the navigational boot 
tracker, then compared data from the prototype with 
GPS data. 
 After ten walks around campus, the maximum error 
was about 5.5 meters. He also tested the system 
during a longer walk in San Francisco’s Golden Gate 
Park.It doesn’t matter what kind of terrain, the system 
works. “The performance is comparable to GPS, but 
it works inside,” he says. 
 

 
 
 

Math TRIX 

Let’s take a constant ‘x’, such that with condition (x+1) should be divisible by 3. Now find 

its cube (x3) then add the individual digits in the number until you get a single digit. Now 

that number is 8. 

Example: let x = 698, as 699 is divisible by 3. 

                =>X3 = (6983) = 34,00,68,392  

 Now sum the individual digits   3+4+0+0+6+8+3+9+2 = 35= 3+5 = 8  
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PHOTO VOLTAICS IN SATELLITES 

The first satellite powered by the sun was sent into orbit 50 years ago 

this month. Photovoltaics have progressed much since then, but the 

progress has been slower than many people realize 

 
Sixty years ago, this month, a rocket lifted off from Cape 
Canaveral bearing the Vanguard 1 satellite, a small, 
1.46-kilogram aluminium sphere that was the first to use 
photovoltaic cells in orbit. As a safeguard, one of the 
satellite’s two transmitters drew power from mercury 
batteries, but they failed after just three months. The six 
monocrystalline silicon cells, each roughly 5 centimetres 
on a side and delivering a total of just 1 watt, kept on powering a beacon transmitter 
for 14 months, until May 1964. 

It happened in space because cost was no object. In the mid-1950s, PV cells ran 
about US $300 per watt. The cost fell to about $80/W in the mid-1970s, to $10/W by 
the late 1980s, to $1/W by 2011, and to about 40 cents per watt in 2017. That’s 
enough to bring the total system cost-for installations with single-axis tracking—close 
to $1/W. Forecasts indicate that the cost will fall by as much as 60 percent further by 
2025. 

This is good news because PV cells have a higher power density than any other 
form of renewable energy conversion. Even as an annual average they already 
reach 10 watts per square meter in sunny places, more than an order of magnitude 
higher than biofuels can manage. And, with rising conversion efficiencies and better 
tracking, it should be possible to increase the annual capacity factors by 20 to 
40 percent. 

But the anniversary of the launch reminds us that it has taken quite a while to get to 
this point. Edmond Becquerel first described the photovoltaic effect in 1839 in a 
solution, and William Adams and Richard Day discovered it in 1876 in selenium. 
Commercial opportunities opened up only when the silicon cell was invented at Bell 
Telephone Laboratories, in 1954. Even then, the cost per watt remained around 
$300, and except for use in a few toys, PVs were just not practical. 

It was Hans Ziegler, an electronic engineer with the U.S. Army, who overcame the 
U.S. Navy’s initial decision to use only batteries on the Vanguard. During the 1960s, 
PV cells made it possible to power much larger satellites that revolutionized 
telecommunications, spying from space, weather forecasting, and the monitoring of 
ecosystems. As costs declined, applications multiplied, and PV cells began to power 
lights in lighthouses, offshore oil and gas drilling rigs, and railway crossings. 

 

http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20171005-the-worlds-oldest-scientific-satellite-is-still-in-orbit
http://californiasolarcenter.org/history-pv/
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/71/Price_history_of_silicon_PV_cells_since_1977.svg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfKrNlxBLZI
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hans_K._Ziegler
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          Introduction to ARDUINO (Genuino)                                   

Arduino is an open-source electronics platform based on easy-to-use hardware and 

software. Arduino boards are able to read inputs - light on a sensor, a finger on a 

button, or a Twitter message - and turn it into an output - activating a motor, 

turning on an LED, publishing something online. You can tell your board what to do 

by sending a set of instructions to the microcontroller on the board. To do so you 

use the Arduino programming language (based on Wiring), and the Arduino 

Software (IDE), based on Processing.          

Design of Arduino: 

Arduino board designs use a variety of 

microprocessors and controllers. The boards are 

equipped with sets of digital and 

analog input/output (I/O) pins that may be 

interfaced to various expansion boards 

or Breadboards (shields) and other circuits. The 

boards feature serial communications interfaces, 

including Universal Serial Bus (USB) on some 

models, which are also used for loading programs from personal computers. The 

microcontrollers are typically programmed using a dialect of features from the programming 

languages C and C++. In addition to using traditional compiler toolchains, the Arduino project 

provides an integrated development environment (IDE) based on the Processing language 

project. 

Software and programming tools: 

A program for Arduino may be written in any programming language with compilers that produce 

binary machine code for the target processor. Atmel provides a development environment for 

their microcontrollers, AVR Studio and the newer Atmel Studio.  

The Arduino project provides the Arduino integrated development environment (IDE), which is 

a cross-platform application written in the programming language Java. A program written with 

the IDE for Arduino is called a sketch.   

Program structure 

A minimal Arduino C/C++ program consists of only two functions:  

• Setup (): This function is called once when a sketch starts after power-up or reset. It is 
used to initialize variables, input and output pin modes, and other libraries needed in the 
sketch.  

• Loop (): After setup () has been called, function loop () is executed repeatedly in the main 
program. It controls the board until the board is powered off or is reset. 

Applications: 
There are a lot of applications based on Arduino in electronics some of those are:  Arduboy 
(a handheld game console based on Arduino ), Water quality testing platform, Arduinome( a MIDI 
controller device that mimics the Monome ), Ardupilot (drone software and hardware ), Arduino 
Phone (a do-it-yourself cell phone ), ArduSat (a cubesat based on Arduino ), C-STEM Studio .

https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Products
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Reference/HomePage
http://wiring.org.co/
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
https://processing.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Input/output
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breadboard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universal_Serial_Bus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%2B%2B
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_development_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Processing_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_development_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-platform
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arduboy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Handheld_game_console
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arduinome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI_controller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MIDI_controller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ardupilot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ArduSat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C-STEM_Studio
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Eye directive wheelchair – an Arduino based project 

Abstract: 

The eye directive wheel chair is a mobility aided device for persons with 

moderate/severe physical disabilities as well as for the elderly. There are various 

interfaces for wheelchair available in market, still they remain under-utilized, the 

reason being the ability, power and mind presence required to operate them. In this 

model, we use the optical-type eye tracking system to control powered wheel chair. 

User’s eye movements are translated to screen position using the optical type eye 

tracking system, without any direct contact. The wheelchair has also been provided 

with a joystick control to ensure safe movement in case of tired vison and with a 

safety stop button. 

It is an eco-friendly and cost-effective wheelchair that dissipates less power and can 

be fabricated using minimum resources. System has been designed taking into 

consideration the physical disability, thus it won’t affect the patient physically. 

Working: 

The series of images captured by the 

camera are transmitted to the base station 

(computer/laptop). The images are 

processed using open source vision library 

(OpenCV), where they are converting into 

.xml file. OpenCV processing yields the 

length and width of the detected 

object(pupil). The position helps to 

calibrate the quadrant, which helps to find 

the direction in which eye is pointing. The 

processing divides the image in three 

quadrants (left, right and center. If position of the pupil lies in the right quadrant then 

the wheelchair moves left. If it lies in the left quadrant, wheelchair moves right. If the 

object lies in the center the wheelchair moves straight. 

Design and specifications: 

 The images are captured using a pin hole wireless camera. It has an operative 

range of 150 ft, providing full motion, real-time, colour video with no delay. The 

microcontroller we are using is an Arduino. The hardware consists of an open-source 

hardware board designed around an 8-bit Atmel AVR microcontroller, or a 32-bit 

Atmel ARM. This system uses lithium ion cells to supply power to the components 

mounted on wheel chair. The battery consists of 30 cells of Li-Ion having 3.7V 

1.5AHr each. Battery is connected in 6×5 fashion i.e., 5 sets of batteries having 6 
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cells in series are connected in parallel. Hence battery gives overall 22.2V output 

with 7.5AHr capacity. The wheelchair has been mounted with four ultrasonic 

sensors. The three sensors monitor the forward, left and right directions. Ultrasonic 

sensors use electrical-mechanical energy transformation to measure distance from 

the sensor to the target object. The fourth sensor is used for ground clearance. 

Ground clearance measures the height between the sensor and the flat surface 

(ground). The Arduino will send stop command to the motor driver if there is a 

sudden step and/ slope.  

Modes of Operation 

Mode I:Eye directed mode: The user’s eye movement forms the basis of the entire 

system. The movement of the eyeballs is continuously tracked using a wireless 

camera. This camera is mounted in front the eye, such that the focus remains on the 

eye movement. These images are sent to a processing unit i.e. a computer or laptop. 

Every single image undergoes processing and the 

required information is generated from the image. The 

processing unit has an USB outlet to an Arduino. The 

information of the eyeball movement is sent to the 

transmitting Arduino connected to the computer. The 

transmitting Arduino then transmits the information 

wirelessly to the receiving Arduino which is mounted 

on the wheelchair. The receiving Arduino on the 

wheelchair is connected to the motor driver. 

On receiving appropriated command, the receiving 

Arduino directs the motion in the required direction. The motors exhibit differential 

steering mechanism ensuring swift turning. The system has been enabled with four 

ultrasonic sensors which will help avoid collision in the left, right and forward 

direction respectively. The fourth sensor has been provided for ground clearance. 

Mode II: 

Joystick mode: Joystick mechanism has also been provided as an additional 

feature to ensure movement in case of tired vision. A stop button is provided on the 

wheelchair which will cease the working at the very instance it is pressed. 

Conclusions 

The system functions with an accuracy rate of 70-90 %. The aim of this project is to 

contribute to the society in our small way by setting out an idea for a system which 

could actually better the lives of millions of people across the globe. Direction in 

which pupil looks is decided by fixing range to the particular direction as user looks. 

Detection of pupil is done even on illumination unless the illumination is covering 

whole eye, this process works even if image taken in little dark environment. 
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MAKE IT POSSIBLE – “KARO SAMBHAV” 
 
Electronic waste or e-waste describes discarded electrical or electronic devices. 
Used electronics which are destined for reuse, resale, salvage, recycling, or disposal 
are also considered e-waste.  

 
With over 650 million mobile phones in circulation, including 300 
million smartphones, over 25 percent of them end up as e-waste 
annually. 
 
India is the fourth largest electronic waste producer in the world. The devices 
which produce e-waste in the country include appliances such as refrigerators, 
laptops, lamps, printers, phones, calculators, among other things. The accessibility 
of cheap mobile phones has majorly contributed to the generation of e-waste, 
according to the Global E-Waste Monitor 2017. 
Further with the increasing thrust being given to Digital India and computer 
access, India today produces 2 million tonnes of e-waste annually against the 
global 44.7 million tonnes 
 
Karo Sambhav is a tech-enabled, environmentally beneficial and socially responsible 
e-waste Producer Responsibility Organisation (PRO). Karo Sambhav’s members 
include prominent brands namely Apple, Dell, HP and Lenovo. 
We have set-up an India-wide transformative solution on e-waste management with 
the aim of making recycling a way of life. We make it possible for people and 
institutions to responsibly recycle their electronic waste. 
The fundamental objectives of KaroSambhav are to work together with electronic 
producers to: 

▪ Keep obsolete or discarded electronic 
products out of landfills 

▪ Optimise the recovery of resources 
from electronic products or their 
components 

▪ Develop a globally harmonised and 
locally relevant system for 
responsible e-waste management in 
India 

Our Extended Producer Responsibility 
(EPR) solutions cover  Information 
Communication Technology (ICT), Lighting and Consumer Electronics. 
We partner with industry associations, pollution control boards, state IT departments, 
municipal corporations, NGOs, informal sector waste pickers, collectors & 
aggregators, and responsible recyclers across India. 
International Finance Corporation (IFC, part of The World Bank group) has partnered 
with us for a pan-India project on the development and implementation of a PRO 
solution for the industry. By engaging with citizens and MNCs including Apple, 
Lenovo, Dell and HP, Karo Sambhav has successfully kept nearly 300,000 kg of e-
waste away from landfills.  
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Dying Rivers of INDIA 
 

Rally for Rivers was a campaign launched by the Isha Foundation in 2017 to revive 

the dying rivers of India. At the start of the campaign from Isha Yoga Centre on 3 

September 2017, Sadhguru addressed a gathering of more than 10,000 people and 

said that water is one of the most fundamental requirements for life. 

 Jaggi Vasudev led a convoy across sixteen of the most affected states throughout 

September to spread awareness among citizens about the condition of rivers and the 

need for a long-term policy, which contains afforestation of river banks as a major 

point.  Garnering support from citizens was aimed at motivating the Central and State 

governments of India to work in concurrence and set a national policy for protecting 

rivers.  

Six states signed Memorandums of Understanding (MoU) with Isha Foundation to 

plant trees along river banks. These states are Karnataka, Assam, Chhattisgarh, 

Punjab, Maharashtra and Gujarat. 

The Niti Aayog and the Ministry of Water Resources have constituted committees to 

study the draft policy proposal. 

 

Key for brain teasers and puzzles: 

1. Each 1 letter in the given series is multiplied with 2 to get the next letter in the series. A  × 2 → 1 × 2 = 2 

and the 2nd letter is B, B × 2 → 2 × 2 = 4 and the  4th letter is D. Similarly, H × 2 → 8 × 2 = 16 and the 

16th letter is P. 

2. B+2, D+3, G+4, K+5, P+6, ____  P+6 = 16+6 = 22 and the 22nd letter is V. 
3. Socks are worn on feet, similarly gloves are worn on hands. 
4. The words are jumbled. The actual words are ROSE, LOTUS, ORANGE, and JASMINE. All, except ORANGE, 

are flowers, whereas ORANGE is a fruit. 
5. C+3F−2 D,   G+3 J−2H,    K+3N−1M,    J+3 M−2 K. Hence, KMN is the odd one. 
6.  Word :  P    A    R    T    N    E    R    Similarly the code for SEGMENT is  Word : S    E    G    M    E    N    T   

LOGIC: -1    -1   -1   -1   -1 -1    -1                                                                   Logic:  -1   -1   -1   -1    -1   -1   -1 
CODE:   O    Z    Q    S    M   D   Q                                                                    Code: R     D    F       L     D    M   S 

7.  Word :  R   E    J   E   C    T   I   O   N   Similarly the code  is            Word : M    E    C    H    A    N    I    C  
LOGIC: +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9                                                     Logic: +1  +2  +3  +4  +5  +6  +7   +8  
CODE:   S    G   M I    H   Z   P W W                                                      Code:  N    G    F    L    F      T     P    K  

8. A’s father’s mother-in-law’s only daughter is A’s mother. A’s mother’s son is A’s brother. But A can be 
either brother or sister to B 

9.  Raju’s father’s mother’s daughter is Raju’s father’s sister. Raju’s father’s sister’s only brother is Raju’s 
father. Hence, the person is Raju’s father.  

10.  Since 1992 is a leap year there are 2 odd days. Hence, 1st January 1993 is two days after Tuesday, i.e., 
Thursday. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rally_for_Rivers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isha_Foundation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sadhguru
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My hidden talent 

Why would you shy, 

Away from the obstacle. 

Knowing no goal’s too high, 

That everything’s possible. 

Why can’t you just take the first step, 

Fast or slow, crawl or walk or run. 

And seize everything at the doorstep, 

Giving everything, left to burn. 

Why do you care, 

About win or lose. 

Be very sure, 

We don’t want an excuse. 

And when the day comes, 

And fear & doubt take on you, 

Chew the sweet gum 

And move towards the better you. 

-K.TUSHAR 

 

-Ch.SUSHMINA 
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